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Most people wake up feeling awful. They have a tight

neck, tight upper back, tight hips and tight shoulders.

They stretch a little bit, mostly just raising their arms over

their heads or pushing their pelvis forward, but they

don't ever address the issue.

Tightness and a lack of mobility affects all of us. It could

be from a lack of activity, an overabundance of activity,

an injury, poor posture or a million other reasons. Life

nowadays is not set up for physical mobility.

Unfortunately most people don't know how to properly

address the issue, and therefore it never gets resolved.

They are bound to a thought pattern that reinforces their

mobility limitations or painful tightness. They think “my

neck always hurts, I better not use it." They are afraid and

will never fix their predicament.

The 5 chapters of this book will open your potential to

proper movement, and get you started on your mobility

journey. Some are yoga type moves that require you to

be on the floor, some are simply focus shifts that will

make you more aware of your body.

I can guarantee you that if you begin to move better you

will begin to feel better

Introduction
Most people wake up in some state of
discomfort. This book will teach you 1 habit
and 4 movements to instantly feel better.

Patrick Henigan



What was the first thing you did when you woke up this morning?

Check your phone? No.

Take a sip of water? No.

The first thing you did this morning was the first thing you've done every morning

since you were born. It was the same thing you did last night right before you fell

asleep, and it's the same thing you're doing right now.

You took a breath.You took a breath.

Breathing is the simplest, most vital function of the human body. In a clumsy

metaphor it is the gas that fuels the engine that is our bodies. I bet you spend more

time thinking about filling up your car than you do about fueling your body.

For some reason the most important aspects of our lives are the ones we tend to

take for granted.

Each breathing pattern has a corresponding emotional pattern attached to it. If you

are stressed and anxious your breath will be shallow and rapid. It is a mental and

Breathing + Awareness
A lot of people have “dysfunctional breathing patterns". When they

take a breath they breathe into their chest, you can see their ribs

flare up. This type of breathing barely utilizes the diaphragm and

over utilizes the lat muscles. It can cause a lot of upper back and

shoulder pain and mobility limitations.

Patrick Henigan



physical cycle that only reinforces itself until you consciously break it.

It's easy to notice if you are paying attention.

The next time you are in a stressful or uncomfortable situation, take one second to

notice how you are breathing. The next time you see someone you dislike, or must

have an uncomfortable conversation bring your attention to your breath. I would

imagine you are either breathing in short, uncontrollable bursts or not breathing at

all.

I see this happen every darn day. I hand someone a heavier weight than they are

used to and tell them to perform an exercise. By the fifth rep they are red faced and

I have to scream “BREATHE!"“BREATHE!" Their lack of breathing is harming both their mental

response to the stress of situation and their physical performance. They let the

distress overwhelm their entire mind. They focus only on what is hard and out of

their control (the heavier weight), as opposed to their ability and what they can

control (their breathing and resiliency).

We tend to forget the most basic of functions when presented with difficult or

stressful stimuli.

It stands to reason that if we can calm the breath in a stressful situation we can calm

the mind. Calming the breath is not that difficult. It simply takes the wherewithal to

notice.

The first step is to be aware of your overcompensated or emotional breathing

pattern.

The second step is to simply take in a long inhale through the nose. Count to 3 or 4

or 5. Breathe deeply into your lungs, your stomach should be rising, not your chest.

Now hold the breath there for the same amount of time. Simply exhale with the

same tempo. Repeat this until you feel your heart rate drop and your mind calm.

This whole process should take anywhere from 12-20 seconds at first, but longer as

you become more practiced.

During this process you should focus on one of two things. You should either try to

“follow" your breath through your body- focus solely on feeling your nose inhale

and then your lunges fill. Or you can focus on counting. Don't focus on your current

predicament for a couple of seconds. Bring your attention to something

immediately tangible.

You need to teach yourself how to breathe properly. You don't have to do this



100% of the time, but you need to be well versed in it. Breathe slowly and make

sure your stomach expands, not your chest.

Our minute to minute posture can also pose a great hazard for feeling good. Next

time you are walking around the city notice how many people walk with their head

down. It's at least 60%. A posture like that puts a much heavier load than normal on

the neck and thoracic (upper) spine. This causes a lot of pain and discomfort.

Be aware of how your body is moving at all times. Make a conscious effort to keep

your eyes up, whether you be walking, running or lifting at the gym. While walking

imagine you are a marionette being pulled up by your head and upper back. This

will keep you tall and in proper posture.



Start in quadruped position, with your knees

directly underneath your hips and your hands

directly underneath your shoulder. Lift your

chest to face the wall in front of you and look

up while simultaneously flaring your hips

backward. Imagine pressing your stomach to

the ground. This is called extension of the

spine.

Transition to flexion of the spine. Drop your

head and chest towards the ground, and look

to your hips. Bring your hips and close to your

mid section as possible. Imagine a strong

pulling your spine towards the ceiling.

Cat-Cow
Even if you follow the previous
two suggestions you will still
probably have a tight upper
back. Your traps, lats and
shoulders bear a lot of the brunt
in the gym and will get tight and
sore from time to time. This
recovery or warm up movement
will help alleviate the tightness.
This is the second stretch I
perform every morning.

This mobilizes the entirety of the
spine, and forces your upper
back muscles to “wake up". You
are essentially lifting the spine
into flexion, and then dropping
your stomach to force your spine
into extension. Perform this
movement as slowly and often
as needed,



Unfortunately stretching this little guy isn't as simple as it would appear. Most people

think getting into a long lunge position will open it up, no matter how tight it is. This

isn't true.

To truly open your hip flexor we need to dig a little deeper and actually put ourselves

into a position where we are manipulating our pelvis. It's not as gross as it sounds.

As you'll see in the picture, my knee is pretty much directly beneath my hip. I'm making

myself tall and not leaning forward. It almost looks like I'm just hanging out. What you

The Couch Stretch
Hip Flexors are awful. They are the tiny muscle that runs for about 3
inches on the front of your hip. AKA they are the part that ALWAYS
hurts. They are involved in nearly every lift you perform, every stride
you take and are even a major part of sitting. Such a major yet tiny
muscle certainly takes a beating, and will tighten up from time to time.

Patrick Henigan



can't see is that I am squeezing my right glute as hard as I can.

This glute contraction is slowly forcing my pelvis back into its natural, neutral position

and forcing my hip flexor to stretch in its natural position.

At first you will feel this in your quad, but as you sit longer the stretch will make its way

up to your hip flexor. If don't properly you should feel it in your oblique as well. Sit in

this one for a LONG time, 2-3 minutes. Maybe even more.

This stretch has become a big part of the warm up routine I prescribe to clients. Sitting

at a desk all day forces your hip flexor into an unnaturraly short position. Having a

shortened, tight hip flexor will severly limit their ability to extende their hips, and

therefore severly limit the benefits of their workout.

Give this one a shot a couple times through out the day. The beauty of it is that it can be

performed anywhere - on your couch, on your desk chair or on a bench in the gym.



Scapular Wall Slides encourage your scapula to move in their proper alignment. By

engaging our hands to stay against the wall we are working in our true extension

capability. Do not force anything with these- your mobility will come with practice. The

worst thing you can do is hurt yourself while trying to fix yourself.

Stand about 3 inches from the wall. Make contact with your butt, upper back and head.

Put your hands up, knuckles against the wall, as if you were a cartoon being caught by

the police. Now lift your arms as high above your head as you can while maintaining

those 4 points of contact. Slowly lower down.

Wall Slides
Dysfunction Scapula would be a great name for a metal band, but it's a
condition that hinders a lot of people in the gym. Your scapula, or
shoulder blades, are a very important part of your anatomy, and
therefore can be the cause of a lot of pain if not properly cared for.

Patrick Henigan



This is the mother of all movements. It is a natural human movement that has been

completely lost as we've evolved to a more static culture. Most people can't just stand

up and squat down to the ground, it's going to take some practice and regression.

Teaching yourself how to deep squat will make your tight hips feel better, help to

alleviate your cranky knees and ankles plus help your upper back function better.

I know a lot of that flies in the face of conventional “if it hurts don't use it" wisdom, but

that's ok. The only way we can recover a lost range of motion, or heal a joint is byThe only way we can recover a lost range of motion, or heal a joint is by

using it, not ignoring it.using it, not ignoring it. By ignoring it you are only prolonging the cycle of pain and

fear.

The Deep Squat
Teaching yourself how to deep squat will make your tight hips feel
better, help to alleviate your cranky knees and ankles plus help your
upper back function better.

Patrick Henigan



If you can perform a deep squat with no problem or pain: do it. Do it often and sit at the

bottom for a long time.

If you can't squat at all, hold onto something and squat down as far as you can. Sit there

for a long time, until you feel comfortable.

If you can't do that, lean against a wall and squat down as far as you can.

There are a million different regressions you can take to start your path to a deep squat.

Don't worry if you need some extra support. Use the support until you feel confident,

then try it with a little less support.

Repeat this process until you can freely squat.

Some things to keep in mind. You must have your feet flat on the ground, rolling onto

the balls of your feet or lifting your heels off the ground will cause more pain and

cancel out a lot of the knee related benefits. Relax your spine but try to keep your chest

slightly elevated.

There is also no ONE perfect foot position for a squat. Don't worry about where your

toes are pointing or how far apart your legs are. We each have a distinct anatomy and

our stance and width are a product of that anatomy. Experiment with both and see

what feels best for you. If anyone tries to sell you on ONE position you have my

permission to spit on them.

It took me a good 3 months to be able to perform a deep squat. I would practice every

day and sit as long as I could at the bottom. It's now a movement I can perform with no

problem 99% of the time, and has opened doors to new mobility I would not have

discovered otherwise.



About the Author

Patrick Henigan is a Pesonal Trainer and

Functional Movement Specialist. He can be

found at his blog and at the new Jacksonville

Fitness Academy website. Jacksonville Fitness

Academy will be opening in July 2016.

You can also hear him on The Fitness

Roundtable Podcast.

Conclusion
These 5 practices will not turn
you into a super mobile ninja,
but they will fix a lot of the
common problems that come
with modern life.

They will limit the tightness you
feel in your hips and upper back
from sitting at your desk, and
hopefully teach you to be more
aware of how your body is
feeling and moving throughout
the day.

Fitness isn't always about big
muscles and six packs, it's simply
about moving and feeling
better.

These are movements you can
and should practice every day.
Only through patience and
persistence can you change the
way your body feels and moves.
A little progress each day will
mean a huge amount of progress
over time. 

Movement is life, and I want you
to move well so you can live well.
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